CYBERTERRORISM

Mario Sanchez

“The politically motivated use of computers and information technology to cause severe disruption or widespread fear in society”
- New Oxford American Dictionary
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Hacked by TriCk aka Saywhat? -[ TeaMp0isoN - Pak Cyber Army ] -

Indian Script Kiddies have been spreading rumours saying TeaMp0isoN is Dead, the truth is we were away expanding our knowledge and doing our own little projects underground. Now its time to show you the real meaning of death . . .

We allready told indian cyber army not to deface sites yet they did not listen, Stop begging for fame by mentioning us on your deface pages. Indian cyber space will be ruined . . .

TeaMp0isoN has Joined Hands with Pak Cyber Army, PAKBugs & UrduHack . . .

"The cost of freedom is always high, but we have always paid it. One path we shall never choose, and that is the path of surrender, or submission." - Knowledge is Power . . .

We Are (TeaMp0isoN): TriCk aka Saywhat? - Luit - eXHaIL - Hex00010

Greets to: ZombiE_KSA - PakCyberArmy - TaZii - Code5 - Shak - NetCracker - root@localhost - xTreMisT - ZHC - MindFreaK - Spider - PAKhaxors -

079055
Stop #SOPA, black out all sites on January 18th and 24th. In correspondence to this, all Anonymous organization related sites will be closed. This is not a DDoS attack or defacement of an Internet website, this is a cyber and physical protest on an unjust law that violates our freedom of the Internet and the wishes of our founding fathers. We are Anonymous, We will not forget SOPA we will not forgive SOPA, you should have expected us.
Saudi Oil Producer’s Computers Restored After Virus Attack

By REUTERS
Published: August 26, 2012

DUBAI (Reuters) — Saudi Aramco, the world’s biggest oil producer, has resumed operating its main internal computer networks after a virus infected about 30,000 of its workstations earlier this month, the company said Sunday.

Immediately after the Aug. 15 attack, the company announced it had cut off its electronic systems from outside access to prevent further attacks.

On Sunday, Saudi Aramco said the workstations had been cleansed of the virus and restored to service. Oil exploration and production were not affected because they operate on isolated systems, it said.

“We would like to emphasize and assure our stakeholders, customers and partners that our core businesses of oil and gas exploration, production and distribution from the wellhead to the distribution network were unaffected and are functioning as reliably as ever,” Saudi Aramco’s chief executive, Khalid al-Falih, said in a statement.

However, one of Saudi Aramco’s Web sites taken offline after the attack — www.aramco.com — remained down on Sunday. E-mails sent by Reuters to people within the company continued to bounce back.

The company said that the virus “originated from external sources,” and that an investigation into the causes of the incident and those responsible was continuing. It did not elaborate.
Cyberterror: Who Cares?

Brian Doherty  |  Nov. 26, 2012 6:21 pm

Peter W. Singer at the Brookings Institution site has some calming words about "cyberterror":

About 31,300. That is roughly the number of magazine and journal articles written so far that discuss the phenomenon of cyber terrorism.

Zero. That is the number of people that who been hurt or killed by cyber terrorism at the time this went to press.

...Taking down hydroelectric generators, or designing malware like Stuxnet [a product of governments, not stateless terrorists] that causes nuclear centrifuges to spin out of sequence doesn’t just require the skills and means to get into a computer system. It’s also knowing what to do once you are in. To cause true damage requires an understanding of the devices themselves and how they run, the engineering and physics behind the target.

The Stuxnet case, for example, involved not just cyber experts well beyond a few wearing flip-flops, but also experts in areas that ranged from intelligence and surveillance to nuclear physics to the engineering of
People love machines in 2029 A.D.

"Who are you? Who slips into my robot body and whispers to my ghost?"

GHOST IN THE SHELL
Further reading

http://reason.com/blog/2012/11/26/cyberterror-who-cares


Black Ice: The Invisible Threat of Cyber-Terrorism (Book)

Cyber Terrorism: Political And Economic Implications (Book)

http://www.symantec.com/avcenter/reference/cyberterrorism.pdf (Symantec PDF on cyberterrorism)
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0113568/ (Ghost in the Shell movie)